Drag&Tag is a collaborative research tool and is now integrated with Voyager, the core recruitment workflow tool for thousands of Recruiters worldwide.
Drag&Tag provides a simple and fast way for users to hotlist information found online and in
email in a team based enterprise product that can create records in Voyager with just 2
clicks .
Drag&Tag integrated with Voyager improves workflow and speeds up the recruitment processes and that is why we decided to invest in offering this integration without charge to our
customers.

What’s being said

Key Benefits






Retains the intellectual property you currently lose
Links browser, Outlook, users hotlists and Voyager together in an
application providing enterprise control and graphical activity analytics
Create records in Voyager direct from the browser and Outlook
Get teams collaborating and sharing information actively and passively
LinkedIn integration—make searchable every users connections,
annotate profiles, and link directly to Voyager

Getting Drag&Tag
Drag&Tag is available to download now and is integrated with Voyager out of the
box and can be customised to your requirements.
See the product demonstration at www.voyage.co.uk/dragandtag or call your
Voyager or Drag&Tag representative to arrange a product demonstration

Voyager

Drag&Tag

Paul Thompson
p: 0800 008 6262
e: sales@voyage.co.uk

Guy Rubin
p: 07932 949 932
e: sales@dragandtag.com

www.voyage.co.uk

'Drag&Tag is an excellent way for
businesses to organise and share
useful information, and any manager who has seen vital knowledge walk out the door when key
staff leave will understand why
they need Drag&Tag.'
Ann Swain, Chief Exec. APSCo.
'Drag&Tag helps recruitment
businesses protect and grow one
of their biggest assets, their intellectual property'
Jon Butterfield, CEO. ReThink
Recruitment.
Besides the improvement in our
Applicant registration process
Drag & Tag has also allowed our
consultants and senior management team to share important
sector, project and client information and make informed decisions in our dealings with existing clients and provide us with an
insight to new prospects.'
Barry Potier. Director. Resourcing Solutions
Drag&Tag is a great tool for Head
-hunters, the pro-active recruiter
and resourcing teams.
Paul Thompson, Sales Director.
Voyager

